
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Thank you For Buying A Night Vision Product from D.N.S.  

Here are a few simple operating instructions and basic operation for your new D.N.S. Spotter. 

You will see that above the handle is a power switch and button, the button is the IR (infrared) 

power selector, there are three modes of IR, low, medium and high. For close work it is best to 

have the spotter on the low IR setting or else the IR light will be to too bright and white out the 

screen. On far range work it will need to be on full power with the IR on spot mode. To focus the 

light beam into a spot mode for distance work twist the IR bezel clockwise (as you look though the 

screen you will see the light pattern tighten, thus throwing the light to its maximum range)  

Once you have become accustom to using it at both near and far, you will soon get used to using IR 

light to maximize performance, my advice would be just to have a play around with it to get your 

self-accustomed to the various settings   

To adjust the lens, there are three bands, working from the spotter housing, the first band which 

has the letters T&W written on, adjusts the image focus, I find that a good setting is to have this 

turned fully clockwise (as you look at the screen.) The second band which has O&C written on is 

the iris, this controls how much light may pass through the lens so it acts as dimmer, by twisting the 

band you can dimmer down the screen brightness. The third and final band with ∞&N written 

adjusts the zoom (with the letter N for near and symbol ∞ standing for infinity.) 

Please remember to refit the dust cap after use as these use HD cameras and any dust or dirt 

especially fingerprints on the lens will reduce the clarity of the image. 

Thanks again for your custom, should you have any questions or quires feel free to get back in 

touch. Email @ digitalnightstalker@gmail.com  

Best regards  

Damien 

D.N.S.  

Digital Night Stalker.  
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Digital Night Stalker. 
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